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once you have validated your license, you will need to locate the kmplayer folder and the kmplayerrc
file. in the kmplayer folder, you will find the configuration file kmplayerrc that contains your user
settings. you can find this file in the configuration folder. open the kmplayerrc file and you will be
able to see two entries that are linked to kmplayer-3d.xml file. you can add 3d effects using this

configuration file and you can always access this file by selecting kmplayer settings on the kmplayer
main menu. once you add the video files, you will see a red play button at the bottom of the screen.
once you click on it, the video will start to play. you can now use your anaglyph glasses to view the

3d content. for the things that work, everything is pretty much set up to get your head spinning: vlc -
vlc is probably the most powerful player out there and capable of playing back 3d movies too. simply
put, you just need to have the correct 3d filters for the video source (anaglyph, side-by-side or top &

bottom) and the output (anaglyph, side-by-side or top & bottom). potplayer - potplayer is a good
media player with support for displaying 2d subtitles properly over 3d videos with it. unfortunately,

this only works for 3d videos in side by side or top & bottom format, and the option is available in the
right-click quick menu as well as in the player options. of course you get the 2d subtitles properly
displayed on top of 3d video, but the subtitles are put at screen depth level and you cannot adjust

their position in 3d space. for more flexibility you will need to go for something like the ffdshow
subtitles filter for the playback of 2d subtitles over 3d video files.
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now that we have established that you have to change the 3d anaglyph options when you want to
play a 3d video, let's do a quick comparison of the 3d anaglyph playback video playback capabilities

of potplayer and another tool called the h3d player. both players seem to support the same 3d
formats such as side by side or top & bottom, but can also play parallax 3d videos, which is a very

good thing. now let's compare 3d anaglyph playback in these players. potplayer supports all of these
formats but it will not display any stereoscopic 3d subtitles or convert the anaglyph version of the 3d
videos into a blue or red format unless you change the setting, whereas the h3d player will display
the subtitles automatically. also, both players can play parallax 3d videos. to install the software on

your pc, just double click on the downloaded kmplayer_3d.exe file. you might be prompted to
download some other components and you can install them by following the prompts. now you need
to run the installation program and follow the prompts to install all the components. this will open a
new window where you can select your desired settings. the installation is very easy and you will be

presented with only 2 options to select from: "3d" and "2d". i would recommend selecting the 3d
mode because the software can recognize and play 3d files without the need to install any additional

software (in fact that is what i used my copy on windows 10). 3. disclaimer: i created this blog in
2008 (but have been lurking around it since like 2003). it seems that vlc3d site is not available

anymore and it seems that kmplayer website does not mention anything about 3d playback. i am
just sharing this info here hoping somebody in the community will come with a tutorial or will need to
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